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IntroduCtIon

It’s tough to be a modern marketer. 
Not only are your buyers self directed, 
but sales cycles are longer and buying 
committees are larger. Plus, there is 
a lot of noise out there online—from 
content, to social media, to advertising 
and more. Not only is it difficult to 
generate leads, but it is even more 
difficult to generate and deliver the 
right leads to sales. 

Predictive marketing combines the worlds 
of marketing and data science to help 
you define your target audience, optimize 
conversion, and generate more revenue. 

That means you spend more time 

marketing to the right audience and 

sending only the highest quality leads to 

sales—so they can focus on closing deals. 
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What Is PredICtIve MarketIng?  

Let’s first start by defining the concept 
of predictive marketing. 

Predictive marketing is the practice of 
extracting information from existing 
customer datasets—both from your 
own database and existing company 
data aggregated through a predictive 
solution—to determine patterns and 
predict future outcomes and trends.  
In other words, predictive marketing can 
help you forecast with an acceptable 
level of reliability what accounts are the 
best fit for you and your business. 

The concept of predictive technology 
is not new. In fact, predictive machine 
learning is already present in your 
everyday interactions online. Think 
about what happens when you go to 
Amazon.com or browse through Netflix. 

Based on your prior activity, each 
platform predicts what you might enjoy 
next. Did you recently purchase a pair of 
running sneakers? Perhaps you might 
like a Fitbit as well. Did you just finish 
watching the season finale of Walking 
Dead? Maybe you might want to have a 
Night of the Living Dead marathon.

Now apply the same concept to 
your marketing. By looking at what 
customers you have already closed, you 
can predict what new accounts to target 
and what accounts in your database 
have the highest probability of closing. 

There are two main parts of predictive 

marketing—predictive demand 

generation and predictive scoring. Let’s 

go into more detail and define each term. 

CusTomer DaTa moDeLs

To leverage predictive marketing you must have a customer data model. Your 

customer data model paints a picture of your ideal potential customer. To build 

your model, EverString uses data from your marketing automation and CRM tools 

and combine that data with intelligent insights from around the web. Your data 

model (and you might have multiple) defines three core characteristics of your 
next best customer.

1. FiT: How much a prospect looks like your best customer

2 engagemenT: Interactions between a prospect and your company

3. inTenT: Key actions across the web that indicate buying intent, for both  

 known and unknown accounts
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What Is PredICtIve deMand generatIon?

As a marketer, you are constantly being 
asked for more leads. But more doesn’t 
necessarily mean better. You can spend 
time and money targeting anyone who 
will listen or you can focus on targeting 
only the accounts and leads that are 
likely to close. 

Using predictive demand generation 
technology, you can leverage your 
customer data model to fill your 
top-of-funnel with the right accounts. 
Once you know who you should be 
targeting with your marketing efforts, 
your demand generation strategy can 
be much more focused and precise. 
Imagine spending your budget and 
resources on accounts and leads that 
have a much higher propensity to 
buy instead of marketing to everyone 
everywhere and hoping for the best. 

How is this done? In EverString’s case, 
we combine your data with our own 

data to deliver a selection of highly 
targeted accounts. We look at fit, 
engagement, and intent signals from 
our directory of over 11 million B2B 
companies—capturing over 20,000 
signals and characteristics from each 
one. We then compare your model 
against this directory so you can target 
across your entire total addressable 
market (TAM) and pull the accounts 
that are most likely to buy. 

By using predictive demand generation, you 
can have a comprehensive point-of-view on 
every account in your entire market. 

With more effective leads being placed 
into your top-of-funnel, you can shift 
your focus from the top-of-the-funnel to 
the middle. The challenge then becomes 
acceleration over generation. 

e loo  at fit  
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Account-Based Marketing (ABM) is a strategy that focuses your marketing efforts 

on engaging key accounts vs. traditional demand generation models that utilize 

a broad-based lead acquisition approach. What if you could apply predictive 

technology to the concept of ABM? 

EverString is unique in that we provide both lead and account-level data. By focusing 

on accounts, you can have more of a complete view of the buying cycle by combining 

the digital body language of the entire account-based buying committee. 

Audience selection is the first step to ABM and our predictive approach enables 
you to get this right. By getting the process and foundation backed by predictive 

data—you can have more confidence on the accounts you choose to focus on for 
your ABM strategy. 

PreDiCTive markeTing meeTs aCCounT-BaseD markeTing

What Is PredICtIve sCorIng?

What happens once you have the 
accounts in your database and are 
actively marketing to them? Predictive 
scoring enables you to take those 
accounts and prioritize them for your 
sales team—so they can focus their time 
calling and selling to your best accounts. 

Many marketers use scoring in their 
marketing automation platform already. 
Scoring is the process of ranking a lead’s 
level of interest and sales readiness 
according to a defined methodology 
between sales and marketing. However, 
this only includes current behavior— 

it does not take into consideration the 
historical profile of your best customers 
Predictive scoring applies your predictive 
customer model to the accounts and 
leads already in your database—providing 
a predictive score that focuses your team 
on the prospects most likely to convert 
into customers. 

Unlike manual methods of scoring, 
predictive scoring provides a  
data-backed point-of-view that takes into 
account historical behavior of your best 
customers to determine which accounts 
are most likely to convert. 
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 cco nt  A specific company that you  
 are targeting

 cco nt a ed ar eting   
 A strategic approach to marketing  
 where you focus on targeting entire  
 accounts vs. individual leads

 dience election  The process  
 of using predictive marketing to target  
 and select the right audience for your  
 product or service 

 on er ion  When the recipient of  
 a marketing message performs a  
 desired action 

 tomer ata odel  The predictive  
 marketing model that details your  
 ideal customer based on analyzing the  
 data in your marketing automation and  
 CRM platform, combined with external  
 data signals

 tomer elation hi  anagement  
 (Crm): Enables the management of  
 business relationships and the data  
 associated with them

 ngagement  Key interactions  
 between a prospect and your company  
 that indicate prospect interest

 it  How much a prospect looks like  
 your best customer

 ntent  Key actions across the web  
 that indicate buying intent for both  
 known and unknown accounts

 ead  An individual contact within  
 an account

 ar eting tomation  Marketing  
 software that enables companies  
 to streamline, automate, and measure  
 marketing tasks and workflows.  
 Marketing automation also tracks  
 buyer behaviors across channels

 redicti e emand eneration  Using  
 a predictive marketing customer model  
 to identify the right accounts to target  
 with your marketing efforts

 redicti e ar eting  The practice  
 of extracting information from existing  
 customer datasets—both from your  
 own database and existing company  
 data aggregated through a predictive  
 solution—to determine patterns and  
 predict future outcomes and trends

 redicti e coring  Predictive scoring  
 applies your predictive customer  
 model to the accounts and leads  
 already in your database—providing a  
 predictive score that focuses your  
 team on the prospects most likely to  
 convert into customers

 coring  The process of ranking an  
 account, lead, or opportunity for a level  
 of interest and sales readiness 

 ale  nnel  The steps a buyer goes  
 through to purchase your product or  
 service—from early awareness, to lead,  
 opportunity, and customer. Most sales  
 funnels will be unique to a company

glossary:  Predictive Marketing terms You need to know
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